Car Bonus Stage
Would this really be a Street Fighter game without a Car-Destroying
Bonus Stage?

Board Setup

Versus Rules - Versus Mode pits 2 to 4 players against each other
as they race to destroy as much of the car as possible before their
opponents. In this mode, you cannot attack opponents directly, and
only the player with the most destroyed car parts at the end will win.

This mode uses a Special game board made up of 25 rectangular
spaces (16 outer spaces around 9 spaces depicting a destroyed car).
To set up, place the Car Bonus Stage Board in the center of the play
area.

Car Bonus Stage Board
Take the 9 double-sided Car Tiles and place them over the Wrecked
Car spaces on the game board, with the Undamaged side faceup, so
that the game board matches the image below.

New Rules:
Movement
Characters treat Undamaged and Damaged tiles, along with spaces
showing destroyed sections of the car, as open terrain spaces. They
may move to adjacent tiles and/or spaces with destroyed sections and
count range from these spaces following the same rules found in the
Core Rulebook.
The Car Bonus Stage adds an additional movement option to help
players compete with their opponents. If a Character’s figure enters a
space occupied by an opposing figure, they may move the opposing
figure a number of spaces equal to their remaining movement points.

This game mode can be played in two ways:
Solo Rules - Solo Mode gives a player 25 rounds to deal as much
damage to the car as possible. This mode is great for trying out
Combos, getting used to a new Character, or just trying to get the
fastest time possible.

If a moved figure would move into another figure’s space this way,
they stop instead.

Example: Chun-Li
wants to take that tile
all for herself. She uses
1 point of her base
move to step into the
space where Sagat is.
This gives Chun-Li the
ability to push Sagat
the remaining 3 points
to move him into an
empty space. She can
use her second Action
to attempt to destroy
the tile!
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Damaging the Car
Players attack the car by playing Attack cards as a normal Action.
All ranges are reduced to 1 for this game mode. All Edge bonuses
are also reduced to Range 1. Resolve the card as normal ignoring
keywords. An Attacker uses Combo Actions following the rules from the
Core Rulebook.
Once an Undamaged tile has taken 3 damage it immediately flips over
to the Damaged side.
Once a Damaged tile takes 3 more damage the damaging player
removes the tile from the board and places it next to their Player Board.
It is important to note that a tile can flip over in the middle of a Combo
Action, allowing a player to collect a tile much faster than normal. Any
excess damage from a single source will not carry over to the other
side of a tile.

Boxer Rules Variant
This variant can be played with any other mode. When playing with
Boxer Rules, players cannot choose the Block option as a defender.
They may only Counter-Attack or play an Event.
Collision Damage - Collisions deal 1 additional damage when
players are using the Boxer Rules.

Bonus Classic
Mode Stages

Classic Ryu Stage

While players may damage the car by
playing Attacks, they may not damage
each other.
Event Cards
Event cards have special rules in the Car Bonus Stage mode. The only
Events that may be played are Bait!, Focus Attack and Super. Any
other Event cards can be discarded as a Free Action to draw 1 card.
A player may use Bait! as an Action to move an opposing figure up to
3 spaces. This allows their fighter to damage a piece that was blocked
by an opponent.
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Focus Attacks automatically deal 4 damage to the car when played
and have a range of 1.
Supers may be played normally by spending the required 4 Meter.

Classic Ken Stage

Capcom Cup
Build Your Team

The Capcom Cup is a 1v1 tournament-style game mode that can be
used casually at home or for serious competitive play. Each player
chooses 3 Characters before starting. At an official tournament
these teams need to be registered during signup and cannot change
throughout the Cup.

Ban & Select Your Team

Once rounds are paired, all players share their Character cards
with their opponent. Players then blindly ban one of their opponent’s
Characters and return the cards to each other. Both players then
secretly choose a fighter to use for the first round and reveal their
choice simultaneously.

Swiss Rounds

Use normal set up and 1v1 Versus rules with a 45-minute timer. After a
player is defeated, they may switch to their other fighter. The winner of
the first round must stay with their current fighter until they lose.

After all matches have finished and players have reported their results,
the next round can begin. This continues for the appropriate amount of
rounds listed below.

Top Cut Rounds

After all rounds of Swiss are finished, the tournament will move on to
Top Cut rounds.
Top Cut rounds are played similar to Swiss rounds. Players are paired
based on Swiss results with the top player being paired against the
lowest-ranked player, the second-best being paired against the secondlowest, and so forth. Players that lose in Top Cut rounds are eliminated.
After the first round, the remaining players are paired in a similar
manner until one player is left.
*For tournaments with more than 256 players, the number of Swiss
Rounds and Top Cut results needs to be tailored depending on the
amount of players. There may need to be multiple pools that combine
after the first day.

Once a player has won 2 rounds, they are the victor and should report
their win to tournament officials.

Number of Players

Number of Swiss Rounds

Number of Top Cut Rounds

2-8

3

2

9-16

4

4

17-32

5

8

33-64

6

16

65-128

7

16

129-256

8

32

257+

*

*
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Arcade Cabinet - x1 - Large
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Arcade Cabinet - 3-D Object

